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MEASURE YOUR DOORS AND PANELS
We manufacture doors and panels, but we don’t offer a measure or install service. If you:
•

are a competent DIY’er who can do this yourself – feel free to order directly from us.

•

need help – we recommend you contact someone skilled, such as the installers listed on the

Quote or Order page of our website www.sydneydoors.com.au to provide this service for you.
Either way, you can still save thousands on your kitchen (or wardrobe) renovation by buying the doors
directly from the manufacturer.
HOW TO GET A QUOTE OR PLACE AN ORDER FOR KITCHEN DOORS
The following is a guide on how to measure your doors and panels and fill in our Quote/Order Form to
get a quote or place an order. Please refer to the website for more details.
1. Download and print out our Quote/Order Form (or a couple). We will need all the fields filled in
to give you an accurate estimate. You will also need a good quality measuring tape, pen and paper.
2. Do a sketch of the layout of the kitchen showing all sides and all doors, drawers etc. or take
photos of the kitchen and print out the pages to use. Mark each door on the sketch with A, B, C etc.
3. Begin measuring your doors. Measure each door or panel and write down the height x width in
mm on your sketch. TIP: The back of the doors have straight edges which makes it easier to
determine the exact size. Fixed panels will have to be measured from the front. Check to see if
panels can be removed by looking inside the cupboard to see if they are screwed in from there.
4. When you have measured all your pieces and noted them down, fill in the Quote/Order Form
with all the doors and panels starting at A. Next to each door size, fill in the other fields in the table.
In the Design section write your chosen design or any of the other codes on the form e.g. P for plain,
CD and BF for corner and bi--‐fold doors etc as they apply to the door or panel.

5. All doors will have all four edges rounded. End panels with exposed edges may need “double
front rounded edges” and painting on the back. Note this in the Comments section. If you
specifically don’t want edges rounded note them in the Door edges section but any exposed edges
should be rounded.
6. Note on the Quote/Order Form whether the door is left opening or right opening. Leave blank
for drawers, panels, fillers and kickboards.
7. If we are supplying you with new hinges, you can skip the next step.
8. If you are using your own hinges, we can drill hinge a 3 hinge hole pattern for Blum or Hettich
hinges or a single 35mm diameter hole for other hinges. Note your choice on the Quote/Order
Form. Measure all the doors from the top of the door to the centre of the hinge hole and the same
from the bottom and note these measurements in the Hinge hole positions section of the
Quote/Order Form.
9. Fill in the rest of the Quote/Order Form with your name and contact details, address if you
require delivery, the door edge type, paint brand and colour (or “White”) and the desired gloss
level.
10. For more details, refer to the Kitchen Door Details page for specific information on Pantry doors,
drawer fronts, glass frames etc and the Kitchen Door Accessories page for information on hinges
and more.
11. Submit the form for a quote or to place an order by scanning and emailing it to
sales@sydneydoors.com.au .
Please note that we have a minimum order size $500 excluding delivery and colour matching fee (which is
about 5 doors).
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